Abstract
I. INTRODUCTION Explicit-state model checking (EMC) is an important technique for verifying properties of hardware designs. Using a formal description of the system, EMC explores the reachable states looking for specification violations. Unfortunately, the state-space explosion problem, which says that the number of states grows exponentially with the state variables, renders EMC of large systems intractable. For nondeterministic, highlevel models of hardware protocols, it has previously been argued that EMC is better than symbolic model checking [1] [2] [3] ; this is because the communication mechanisms inherent in protocols tend to cause the BDDs in symbolic model checking to blow up. Also, EMC is amenable to techniques like symmetry reduction [4] and hash compaction [5] , which allow the verification to complete without explicitly storing all reachable states. Still, the size (number of reachable states) of models that can be handled by EMC is bounded by the amount of memory resources available to the EMC program; this has certainly been our experience with industrial-sized examples.
One obvious approach to expanding the memory resource is to use the disk to store reachable states; this is done by several EMC tools, e.g. TLC [6] and Disk-Mur [3] . However, in spite of advanced schemes to hide disk latencies and allow for quick random access, disk-based approaches are inherently slower than checking a table in RAM. For instance, In Stern & Dill's experiments [3] , the slow-down factor when using disk appears to grow linearly with the proportion of disk space used vs. RAM; for some models using 50× more disk space than RAM caused a slow down of a factor of 30. As a side note, although storing the reachable states on disk can cause a noticeable slowdown, keeping the work queues on disk does not. This is because they are accessed in a FIFO manner and do not need to be repeatedly scanned as the set of reachable states would need to be. PREACH employs this technique to save memory and keeps its work queues on disk with small in-memory buffers to consolidate disk accesses.
An orthogonal approach to increase the capacity of EMC is to harness the memory resources of multiple computers in a distributed computing environment. In the past decade, several distributed EMC (DEMC) tools have arose, e.g. Eddy [7] , Divine [8] , and PSpin [9] . Most experiments in the DEMC literature pertain to the speed up of DEMC over sequential EMC. However, we contend that for industrial applications, a more important focus is the ability to scale to very large models. It was a lack of tools addressing this problem which led us to develop PREACH (Parallel REACHability). During our evaluation of Divine, it failed to check a toy model with half a billion states when given 16 machines on which to run, when the same model ran to completion on a single machine with standard Mur . PSpin, although purportedly developed with scalability in mind, listed 2.8 million states as the largest model checked. Our initial experiments with Eddy were only slightly better than that of Divine, due to the tool randomly crashing. Although eventually some modifications were made to improve the stability of Eddy, it reports inconsistent state counts for even small models as of this date and there is no active maintainer of the software. The complex 4500+ line C++ codebase was a deterrent for us to try to fix Eddy itself. The authors affiliated with Intel are formal verification engineers and support their own niche FV tools while also performing their verification and modeling duties on schedule. Thus, ease of maintainability requirement drove us to keep PREACH's code base simple. A nice side benefit of this is that it allows PREACH to function as a platform for DEMC researchers to quickly implement and evaluate new ideas.
PREACH is based on the DEMC algorithm of Stern and Dill [10] , which we review in Sect. II. Architecturally, PREACH is split into two levels: a high level Erlang program and low level C++ code. The high level Erlang program handles the distributed aspects of the algorithm and the low level C++ uses the existing Mur code base to handle routines such as parsing and state manipulation. Erlang was "designed for programming large-scale distributed soft realtime control applications" [11] , and supports a simple and intuitive message-passing model of concurrency, making the high level code especially easy to understand and manipulate. This modular architecture of PREACH offers a clean division between communication aspects and model checking computations. Furthermore, Erlang's expressiveness allowed us to write the core algorithms in the Erlang layer using fewer than 1000 lines of code. This is particularly important for maintainability of the code. PREACH's front-end is also inherited from Mur and hence its input language is the wellestablished Mur modeling language. We have used PREACH to model check an industrial cache coherence protocol with approximately 30 billion states. As far as we know, this is the largest reachable state space ever explored using any explicit state model checker 1 . On a per thread basis, PREACH runs at about 50 percent of the speed of Mur for the industrial protocols we analyze the most 2 . We find this overhead is far outweighed by the benefits of being able to distribute the load across many machines. PREACH is publicly available under an open source BSD license [13] .
The paper is organized as follows. Sect. II gives a highlevel overview of PREACH. Sect. III outlines some of the key features of PREACH beyond the basic Stern-Dill algorithm; these features were driven by our analysis of large models. Sect. IV presents experimental results showing the effectiveness of PREACH and its features. Related work is presented in Sect. V and the paper concludes in Sect. VI.
II. OVERVIEW OF PREACH
PREACH is based on the Stern-Dill DEMC algorithm [10] , a distributed breadth-first search 3 that partitions the space across 1 An exception is SPIN, which has handled comparably sized models [12] , but with a higher error rate than PREACH affords.
2 Figure 7 does not indicate this level of speedup because all models analyzed there are small enough for Mur to run. The 50 percent figure is is calculated by estimating the states per second of Mur by the first few minutes of execution. 3 Strictly speaking, the search order is not breadth-first because the timing of communication actions results in various visitation interleavings. However, the algorithm is "breadth-first" in that each worker operates on a FIFO of states.
the compute workers (a.k.a. nodes) 4 using a uniform random hash function that associates an owner node with each state. Pseudocode for Stern-Dill is given in Algorithm 1; standard details such as termination detection, error trace generation, as well as all PREACH-specific features have been omitted for simplicity; also we have done some minor code reformatting compared to the original paper.
Each worker has two main data structures and WQ, which are a set of states and a list of states, respectively (declared on lines 1 and 2). Set is maintained to contain the states owned by the worker that have been visited, while WQ are those states that have been visited but not yet expanded (i.e. had its successors generated). The computation begins with each worker executing the main routine SEARCH. After initializing and WQ as empty and synchronizing with a barrier, SEARCH sends the initial states to their respective owners in lines 8 to 12. Next each worker enters a while loop (line 13) that iterates until termination has been detected; termination detection is done as in [14] and we leave the details out of this paper. In the body of the while loop, we first invoke the procedure GETSTATES, shown on line 25, which iteratively pulls incoming states from the runtime. Each state in GETSTATES that is not in is inserted into and appended to the tail of WQ. Once there are no more states to receive from the runtime, control is returned to line 15 where it is checked if WQ is nonempty. If so, we pop a state from WQ and compute its successors. Each successor is first canonicalized for symmetry reduction [4] 
barrier () 8: if I am the root then 9: for each start state do 10: Send to Owner ( ) 11: end for 12: end if 13: while ¬Terminated () do 14: GETSTATES() 15 : 16: := Pop(WQ) 17: for all ′ ∈ Successors( ) do 18 :
19:
end for 21: end if 22: end while 23 
III. FEATURES
Here we discuss the key features that contribute to PREACH's scalability and robustness. This section is concluded with pseudocode of the PREACH DEMC algorithm, which shows how these features are integrated into the basic Stern-Dill DEMC algorithm. We note that in our experience throughout the development of PREACH, network bandwidth was never a performance bottleneck (at Intel, we typically used a 1 Gbit/s network).
A. Crediting
An important problem encountered when running big models with early versions of PREACH was that some workers would mysteriously grind down to almost a halt or completely crash. In a naive implementation of DEMC, each node sends all the successors of a state to the owners of the successors immediately upon expanding a state. This is how we originally implemented PREACH, and it worked sufficiently well on some small models. However, we noticed that for bigger models some nodes would inexplicably fail at random times. Upon closer inspection, these nodes would typically balloon to several gigabytes of memory usage before this happened. After analyzing Erlang mailbox 5 size statistics, we found that the problematic nodes were accumulating a disproportionate number of messages in the mailbox. This occurs because sometimes a large number of messages were sent to a single node simultaneously by many other nodes. This node would not be able to quickly move these messages into WQ. As these messages piled up, the node would eventually have to allocate more memory and this would result in slower processing of messages. This effect cascaded until the node started paging and was unable to do anything at a reasonable speed. To solve this problem, we first introduced a backoff mechanism where a node would send a backoff message to all other nodes whenever its mailbox size reached a certain bound. The other nodes would stop sending until an unbackoff message was received. The overloaded node would send unbackoff when it had processed all or most of the messages. This mechanism improved robustness, but extreme slowdown still sometimes occurred. The problem here was that Erlang's communication semantics dictate that these backoff messages travel in the same FIFO mailbox as states and other messages and hence it could be a non-negligible amount of time from when a node broadcasts backoff to the point where peer nodes get the message.
Our remedy was to introduce a crediting mechanism. Each node gets a number of credits to send state messages to each peer node. When a state message is received by another node, an acknowledgment is returned. This provides a hard bound on the total number of messages a node may have in its message queue at any one time, i.e. * where is the number of nodes. We note that no performance penalty was observed due the additional messages (i.e., the acknowledgment messages).
In Figure 1 , we compare two PREACH runs for the same model (the LDASH protocol with HomeCount = 1 and RemoteCount = 4), running with 8 workers. The plot on the top shows the results for crediting. The spiking nature of the plot is expected. We want to avoid the mailboxes to grow unreasonably large like in the plot on the bottom. When not using crediting, two workers have their message queues grow roughly 3 orders of magnitude larger than the other node's mailboxes. In fact, we can barely see the mailboxes of the other 6 workers. Since crediting controls the number of messages for each worker, the overall algorithm works faster. In this particular example, PREACH-with-crediting finished computing in about 600 sec; without crediting the computation timed-out at 21600 sec (we only display the first 5000 sec since the mailbox grows very rapidly in the beginning of the runs). 
B. Light Weight Load Balancing
In a distributed, heterogeneous computing environment, the total runtime is determined by the runtime of the slowest node. Thus, if one node takes much longer than the others to finish its work, it does not matter how fast the others were. This is the reason why load balancing is important. Previous work by Behrmann [15] and Kumar and Mercer [16] observed the problem of an unbalanced work load in the context of DEMC. Even though at the end of the computation, all nodes have expanded roughly the same number of states (due to uniform hashing) [10] , the dynamic work queue sizes during model checking can vary wildly between workers.
To address this problem, Kumar and Mercer proposed a rebalancing scheme that attempts to keep the work queues of all nodes similar in length throughout the computation [16] . This is achieved by comparing work queue sizes between hypercube adjacent nodes and passing states to neighboring nodes with smaller work queues. This is done in an aggressive manner, with the goal of keeping all work queues roughly the same lengths. In PREACH, since work queues are kept on disk, we are not concerned about minimizing the maximum work queue size (as Kumar and Mercer achieve). Rather, we simply desire to never have a node sitting idle with an empty work queue. Our scheme, which we call light weight load balancing, reduces the amount of overhead. Each node tracks the sizes of all other nodes' work queues by sending work queue size information along with state messages. When one node notices that a peer node has a work queue that is LBFactor times smaller than its own (for a fixed parameter LBFactor ), it sends some of its states to the peer. Empirically, we found LBFactor = 5 to allow enough load balancing to occur so that nodes would complete around the same time without doing too much unnecessary rebalancing. If disk usage were an issue, one could use a smaller factor to keep the maximum work queues smaller at the expense of some extra load balancing.
To show the difference between the two schemes, we ran a simple 10 7 state counter model using PREACH with both schemes. In Figure 2 we see strict balancing that keeps the work queue sizes of all nodes identical. In Figure 3 we see light weight load balancing, which allows the work queues to vary somewhat. In both cases, however, all nodes complete around the same time. The benefit of the light weight scheme is that it is able to process states faster because it is doing less load balancing and it completes sooner, at 2404 seconds as opposed to the stricter scheme which finishes in 2768 seconds.
To show the improvement between a load balanced run and a non-load balanced run, we ran several well known protocols: SCI, LDASH and German. These protocols are included in the Mur distribution. We ran them on 60, 40, and 20 nodes, respectively. The results are in Figs. 4-6 , which clearly demonstrate the benefit of light weight load balancing.
C. Batching of States
Stern and Dill's algorithm, and consequently PREACH, involves communicating successor states to their respective owners (see line 19 in Algorithm 1). The number of reachable transitions is typically at least a factor of 4 larger than the number of reachable states; thus, we could easily end up communicating hundreds of billions of states in the large models we target. This motivates us to look at reducing the number of messages sent, which reduces the number of calls to Erlang's Send and Receive communication primitives, along with utilizing the network bandwidth more efficiently. Indeed, in simple Erlang benchmarking tests we have observed a factor of 10 to 20 speedup by sending states in batched lists of length 100 to 1000 as opposed to sending the states individually.
A simple batching variant of the Stern-Dill algorithm, which was implemented in an early PREACH prototype is as follows. Each worker batches generated states in separate out queue for each peer node before sending. This mechanism is controlled by two parameters: MaxBatch and FlushInterval . A batch of states for a peer node is sent when MaxBatch states have accumulated for the peer, or of FlushInterval seconds have passed since the last batch to the peer, whichever happens earlier. We found that setting MaxBatch = 1000 and FlushInterval = 1 second achieved good performance. However, for very large models it is possible that different values would be needed, or an adaptive scheme where their values vary between nodes and over time. This was not explored in depth because while batching helps reduce runtime, some models suffered serious performance issues where a small number of nodes would become overwhelmed with states; this problem was described in Sect. III-A. Fortunately, batching of states is compatible with both methods that alleviate this problem: load balancing and crediting. When load balancing is activated, it is known a priori how many states will be sent from one node's work queue to the other node's work queue, so the states can be trivially batched into one message. With crediting, we must choose a value for MaxBatch, but the timeout FlushInterval is unnecessary because MaxBatch states are sent to node whenever a credit is available for and the round-robin scheduler selects . Thus, our batching approach involves only the parameter MaxBatch, which bounds the maximum number of states that are batched into one message.
The idea of batching states for communication in DEMC has been considered before. Stern and Dill [10] batched states into groups of 10 before sending, as long as the current node had at least 20 states queued for expansion. In the algorithm implemented by Eddy Mur [7] , each node statically allocates a "communication queue" for each of the other −1 nodes. A communication queue is essentially a two-dimensional array of states: 8 "lines" of 1024 states each. A line accumulates expanded states until it it is full. Then, it is marked to be sent to the node that owns the states, and an empty line is selected to next accumulate states. This approach allows multiple calls to MPI's nonblocking send function to be in-flight, effectively overlapping their execution. Also, the communication queue acts as an interface between the two MPI threads that run in concert on a single node in Eddy Mur : one for state expansion and one for communication. In contrast, PREACH does not maintain multiple "lines"; instead, one large queue for each other node is maintained. Another major difference is that state expansion in Eddy Mur will halt if a communication queue entirely fills up. PREACH, on the other hand, will not halt state expansion. If a sufficiently large number of states are waiting to be sent, they are temporarily written to disk to avoid too much memory usage.
D. Pseudocode
In Algorithm 2 we show pseudocode for the PREACH algorithm. The basic outline of the code follows closely the original Stern-Dill algorithm. However, the key features of batching, crediting, and load balancing all require changes. First, in order to implement batching, the outgoing states are placed in the queue OutQ (line 22) instead of being sent directly to their destination. These states are actually sent out later, in line 25, for the current destination. We visit the outgoing queues in a round robin manner and attempt to send to one node after each state is expanded. Next, for crediting, we return acknowledgments (line 34) from states sent to us in GETSTATES. Each node keeps track of the credits it has for sending to every other node with Cred . (Note: not shown is the increment and decrement of Cred [ ] when sending states to or receiving states from , respectively). The SendQ function contains the rest of the changes. It implements the logic that decides when we should send to a particular destination, using its estimate WQEst of how large the other node's WQ is. It first checks to see that credits are available in Cred , see line 44. To ensure that we do not send states to a node that is currently sending us load balancing states (line 45). Next, we check to see if the node is eligible to receive load balancing states (line 46). If not, we check to see if we should send and states from its outgoing queue. We try to wait until there are at least MaxBatch messages in a batch (typically MaxBatch = 100), but if the destination's work queue is low or if we don't have any work ourselves, then we will send Algorithm 2 PREACH DEMC for each start state do 13: Send to Owner ( ) 14: end for 15: end if 16: while ¬Terminated () do 17: GETSTATES() 18 : smaller batches (lines 50-51).
IV. RESULTS
Here we present a number of experiments detailing the performance of PREACH. Most of these experiments were run on machines from a heterogeneous computing pool consisting primarily of 2.5-3.5GHz Core 2 and Nehalem class Intel machines. Typically 4-8GB of memory was available per worker, although most experiments did not use all of this. Table I presents a few of the larger models we have verified with PREACH. All of the features discussed in Sect. III combined to allow us to achieve these results.
A. Scalability

B. Speed Up
Though previous implementations of the Stern-Dill DEMC algorithm report linear speed-up [7] , [10] , it is important to show that such speed up is also achieved in our implementation, especially given that a high level language (Erlang) is handling communication details. Fig. 7 shows the speed-up for nodes against Mur for a few public domain models. In all cases except german7 (German's protocol over 7 caches) we see near linear speed-up. The diminishing returns of german7 is expected for smaller models; the number of reachable states (after symmetry reduction) less than 2 × 10 6 , and Mur completes checking it in only 315 seconds. In contrast, Mur took an hour or more for the three other protocols (german9: 6242 seconds, mcslock2: 8386 seconds, ldash: 3583 seconds).
V. RELATED WORK
Two most common methods of performing model checking are explicit enumeration of states and the use of symbolic methods. For some industrial protocols, explicit model checking is considered to be more effective verification technique [10] , and hence is employed by numerous tools like Mur [2] , SPIN [17] , TLC [6] and Java PathFinder [18] . Most of these model checkers explore the state of the system to be verified in a sequential manner which can be a hindrance (both in terms of memory usage and runtime) during the verification of systems with large state space, thus making the use of parallel model checkers preferable. Some examples of well-known explicit-state parallel modelcheckers are Mur , DiViNe and PSpin. Parallel Mur [10] is a parallel version of the Mur model checker [2] based on parallel and distributed programming paradigms. Eddy Mur [7] improves (in terms of speed) on Parallel Mur [10] by providing the separation of concerns between nextstate generation and communication during distributed model checking. DiVinE [19] , [20] is a distributed model checker for explicit state LTL model checking and is known to handle large systems consisting of as many as 419 million states [21] . PSpin has also been used for performing distributed model checking with the capability of handling up to around 2.8 million states [9] . DEMC has also been studied for models described by Petri nets [22] , [23] . One of the earliest work on distributed symbolic model-checking is presented in [24] . As previously mentioned, the need for load balancing in DEMC has previously been identified by first Behrmann in the context of timed automata model checking [15] , and later Kumar and Mercer [16] . The latter's solution was contrasted with PREACH in Sect. III-B. Also previously mentioned, the benefit of batching states into messages has been exploited by others in the context of DEMC; see Sect. III-C.
Being in a friendly competition with Eddy [7] , we have exchanged ideas with Professor Gopalakrishnan and his students. Eddy's latest version implements more robust message passing that prevents slower nodes from getting overwhelmed with work. This improvement was the result of a collaboration with our team at Intel and was influenced by lessons learned while developing PREACH's backoff mechanism.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
We have presented a new industrial strength Mur -based distributed explicit state model checker called PREACH. It was created to fill the need for a reliable, maintainable, scalable distributed model checker for industrial cache coherence protocols. Indeed, the main contribution is not necessarily new algorithms for DEMC, but rather demonstrating a tool that solves real-world problems with sizes previously too large to handle. Perhaps just as important, our work is a testament to the unforseen challenges that arise when applying the Stern-Dill algorithm to large models of use to industry. Future work includes developing a performance model for PREACH in the spirit of Knottenbelt et al. [22] to help alleviate any time-performance bottlenecks. We also plan to integrate a distributed checkpointing system that will allow model checking to resume in the event of crashed workers or hosts, an important feature for long-running models.
PREACH uses the concurrent functional language Erlang to distribute the model checking load across many machines while relying on the proven Mur codebase for low level routines. This results in source code that is simple while also being reasonably efficient. It has been proven to scale to real world models with nearly 30 billion states, and is freely available under an open source BSD license [13] .
